
ACCOUNTING &      

FINANCE  

 

acquired  

adjusted  

administered 

allocated  

analyzed 

appraised 

assessed  

audited 

balanced 

budgeted 

calculated 

compared 

compiled  

computed 

constructed  

consulted  

deployed  

detected  

determined  

developed 

estimated 

evaluated  

examined  

figured  

forecasted 

generated  

identified  

invested  

maintained  

managed 

marketed 

measured  

monitored  

planned 

prepared  

projected 

reconciled 

recorded  

reevaluated 

researched 

surveyed  

transferred  

verified  

MANAGEMENT  

 

achieved 

administered 

analyzed 

appointed  

approved  

arranged  

assigned 

attained 

authorized 

chaired 

collaborated  

conceived 

conducted  

consolidated 

consulted  

contracted 

coordinated 

decided 

delegated 

designed 

determined   

developed 

directed 

eliminated  

encouraged 

enhanced  

established  

evaluated 

executed 

facilitated 

handled 

improved  

initiated 

led 

maintained 

managed 

mediated 

monitored  

motivated  

organized  

oversaw  

pioneered  

planned 

recruited 

resolved  

scheduled 

strategized  

MARKETING &  

SELLING 

 

advanced 

advertised 

analyzed 

assessed  

composed 

conceived 

conducted  

convinced  

created 

designed 

developed 

directed 

educated  

established 

familiarized  

fashioned 

formed 

handled  

identified 

illustrated 

influenced 

informed   

initiated 

instructed  

introduced 

managed 

persuaded  

presented 

produced 

projected 

promoted 

quantified  

refined 

researched 

reviewed 

sold  

solicited 

summarized  

surveyed 

targeted 

trained  

transformed  

Business      
Action  
Verbs  

 

Use these      

action verbs in 

interviews, on 

resumes, and 

cover letters to 

impress        

employers and 

help you 

achieve your 

career goals. 

 

 

Remember: if 

the experience 

is present,     

ensure that the 

action verb is in 

the present 

tense (i.e. no 

“ed”). If the  

experience  

happened in the 

past, use the  

action verb 

listed.  



RESEARCH 

 

accumulated  

acquired  

analyzed 

assessed 

calculated  

clarified 

collected 

compared  

conceived 

conceptualized  

concluded  

critiqued 

detected 

diagnosed 

discovered  

disproved  

documented  

evaluated 

examined 

explained  

extracted 

gathered  

hypothesized  

identified 

inspected 

interpreted 

interviewed 

invented  

investigated 

launched  

observed  

organized 

prepared  

processed  

qualified  

quantified  

recommended  

reported 

researched 

reviewed 

searched 

studied 

TECHNICAL &    

LOGISTICS 

 

analyzed 

arranged  

assembled 

assisted  

built 

calculated 

classified  

collected  

compiled  

computed 

coordinated  

designed 

devised 

diagnosed  

engineered 

extracted  

fabricated 

generated  

identified  

inspected 

integrated  

invented  

maintained 

modified  

obtained  

operated 

organized  

overhauled 

prepared  

processed  

programmed 

recorded  

remodeled 

repaired  

reviewed  

revised  

revolutionized  

simplified  

solved 

standardized  

streamlined  

supported  

systemized  

trained 

upgraded  

validated  

ADMINISTRATIVE 
 

activated 

advised  

altered 

approved 

arranged 

assembled 

catalogued 

classified 

coached  

collaborated  

collected 

compiled 

coordinated  

described 

dispatched 

edited 

estimated 

executed 

gathered 

generated 

implemented 

inspected 

listed 

maintained 

monitored 

observed 

operated 

organized 

overhauled 

planned  

prepared 

processed 

proofread 

published 

purchased 

recorded 

reduced 

retrieved 

revamped  

scheduled  

screened 

selected  

specified 

streamlined 

systematized  

tracked  

trained  

upgraded  

LEADERSHIP 
 

advanced  

advised  

advocated  

analyzed 

challenged  

collaborated  

created  

developed 

directed  

empowered  

encouraged  

expanded 

facilitated  

governed  

guided  

impacted 

influenced  

inspired 

modeled  

organized  

represented  

strategized  

transformed  

   


